
three SHOULD KNOW
THINGS EVERYone

TO LIVE A H PPY, HEALTHY LIFE

· The first step to happiness and health is 
understanding vibration

· Nothing in life is neutral
· For lasting change, we must consider four levels of 

healing

Albert Einstein said, “Everything in life is v___________________” 
Everything is vibrating and our p_____________   b____________ are no exception – 
they too are made of energy also vibrating.
The frequency of a healthy body lies within _______ - _______ MHz.
In theory, if we keep the frequencies of our bodies above 62 MHz, d___________ and 
harmful micro-organisms would have a very hard time surviving in our bodies.
Everything in this universe is ___________ percent empty space.
The empty space in the atoms is e____________ .
Everything we i_______________ into our lives is affecting this 
energy…

Simply put, to heal is to r____________  y________ 
v______________.
Nothing is neutral, everything you introduce into your 
experience either l__________ or r____________ your vibration.
And therefore everything you experience has the opportu-
nity to bring h______________ into your life, if you choose 
wisely.

There are scientific studies that say R________ is one of the quickest 
ways to raise your personal frequency.
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SHINE
be a lamp, a lifeboat, a ladder
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For lasting healing and change you must consider f________ l____________:
Physical: The language of the physical realm is chemistry – atoms and molecules. This is the level of working 
with diet, exercise, rest, smoking, vitamins, medical doctors.
Emotional: The language of emotion is imagery. This is the level of working with visualization, imagination, 
meditation (seeing yourself as healed).
Mental: The language of the mental is words, thoughts, ideas and beliefs. This is the level of working with a 
affirmations, therapists, counselors, forgiveness.
Spiritual: The language of the spirit is energy. This is the level of working with your identity beyond your ego, 
Reiki, and other alternative healing techniques.

You are attracting everything: people, places, things, experiences, thoughts, jobs, partners *everything* - 
based on your c____________ v________________.
Words don’t teach, e________________ do.
What are you willing to commit to, moving forward, to increasing your vibration? 
Your life will change when you begin to incorporate new r__________ into your life – just understanding vibra-
tion is not enough – and the action plan will help you do that.
Learn more: Check out my book Love, Reiki, Vibration 
Also, check out other offerings on our website at www.SHINEohio.com
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Why are you here

Lifestyles for each of the four levels


